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a b s t r a c t

This paper considers the problem of topology construction to save energy in wireless sensor networks.

The proposed topology construction mechanisms build reduced topologies using the Connected

Dominating Set approach in a distributed, efficient, and simple manner. This problem is very

challenging because the solution must provide a connected network with complete coverage of the

area of interest using the minimum number of nodes possible. Further, the algorithms need to be

computationally inexpensive and the protocols simple enough in terms of their message and

computation complexity, so they do not consume more energy creating the reduced topology than

the energy that they are supposed to save. In addition, it is desirable to reduce or completely eliminate

the need of localization mechanisms since they introduce additional costs and energy consumption. To

this end, we present the family of A3 distributed topology construction algorithms, four simple

algorithms that build reduced topologies with very low computational and message complexity

without the need of localization information: A3, A3Cov, A3Lite and A3CovLite. The algorithms are

compared in sparse and dense networks versus optimal theoretical bounds for connected-coverage

topologies and two distributed heuristics found in the literature using the number of active nodes and

the ratio of coverage as the main performance metrics. The results demonstrate that there is no clear

winner, and rather, trade offs exist. If coverage is not as critical as energy (network lifetime), it would

be better to use A3Lite, as it needs fewer number of nodes and messages. If coverage is very important

for the application, then the A3CovLite is the best option mostly because of the lower message

complexity.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor networks (WSNs) typically consists of small
wireless devices deployed over the physical environment, which
cooperate in sensing, processing, and communication tasks to
provide data about the variables of interest for monitoring and
decision making purposes. There are many application scenarios
in which this lightweight, ad hoc, self-configured, and relatively
cheap communication infrastructure can be used.

The applicability of WSNs has been limited by its own physical
constraints, particularly in those cases where large deployments and
more complex applications are required. It is well-known that WSNs
have very limited computation, communication, and storage capabil-
ities, and energy resources, and the design of simple, scalable, and

energy-efficient algorithms and communication protocols is very
challenging and important.

Topology Control is a well-known strategy to save energy and
extend the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. Topology control
consists of two processes, Topology Construction and Topology

Maintenance. While topology construction builds a reduced topol-
ogy, topology maintenance recreates, restores, or rotates the
topology to preserve connectivity and coverage once the reduced
topology is no longer adequate. This paper is about Topology

Construction, a well-known strategy to save energy and extend the
lifetime of wireless sensor networks. Topology construction
encompasses those algorithms and protocols that, given a set of
nodes, build a reduced topology while preserving important
network characteristics, such as connectivity and coverage. The
reduced topology, which consumes less energy than the original,
is simplified by either reducing the transmission power of the
nodes or turning unnecessary (redundant) nodes off.

The problem of topology construction is not simple. First of all,
the algorithms and protocols must run in a distributed manner, so
they can be implemented in large networks. Second, topology
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